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Abstract
The historica llargest eruption in Latín America occurred at Huaynaputina volcano between 19 February and
early March 1600. This event caused the deaths of approximately 1,500 people, buried more than ten villages
located wi thin 20 km aro und the vent and disrupted the early Colonia l economy in Peru, northem Chile and
western Bolivia. With tbe aim to unravel the variety of impacts of sucb a large-scale volcanic eruption
(VEI6), the Vol cano Observatory ofiNGEMMET together w ith otber Peru vian and intematiooal Lnstitutions
initiated the «Huayruro» project (funded by CienciaActiva- Fondecyt), and gathered Peruvian and foreigo
researchers interested in studies of large scale eruptions at historically active volcanoes. This project is being
carried out by a multidisciplinary group encompassing geologists, geophysicsists, climate experts, archaeologists
and educators at different stages ofthe project development.
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Abstract
Due to its location in the tropical westem margin of South America, Peru is a highly vulnerable couotry to
suffer loss and damage related to Slow Onset Events (SOEs). This concept - unusual in the scientific
community - was coined by climate change (CC) management offi cers to involve a series of changes in the
natural environment dueto tbe CC, i.e. , sea-level rise, ocean warming and acidification, atmosphere wam1ing,
glacier retreat, soil degradation, groundwater salinization, loss ofbiodiversity, desertification, among others. A
clear deftnition of tbem as cbanges dri ven by global warming thro ugb climate change, and its diffusion, is
needed since we verity a frequent mixing ofthem with other concepts as natural disasters and environmental
pollution. What seems clear is that accurate knowledge of these SOEs, mappi ng of vulnerable zones, risk
estimation, evaluation of potentialloss and damage, and a clear policy definition to face them are still to be
done in large areas.
All mentioned phenomena are research and monitoring subjects of first importance, and therefore treated by
scientists, often in parallel tracks aod compartmentalized research cornmunities. Peru not being an exception,
severa! research and academic -both public and prívate- iostitutions perform CC investigations in a fairl y
unconnected way releasing partía! and/or controvers ia! results. Cons idering that policy makers a nd action
managers need robust and rigorous knowledge, a sc ientifi c multi-institutional committee, c ha ired by
CONCYTEC with strong input ofthe Ministry ofthe Environmeot, is proposed to coordinate and integrate
ce science programs and projects in benefit of the society.
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